
RE: Docket ID NRC-2012-0277

Here are my comments on the pr
uranium mine at Dewey-Burdock
Black Hills, S.D.

NAME

ADDRESS

CI T, SOCITY,!VrIATE, ZIP

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I object to the proposed mine because:

oposed It would be a large risk to our groundwater,
in the which would be polluted with radioactivity and

heavy metals.

* There would be large impacts due to the huge
amount of water that would be used.

* A large number of cultural and historical sites-
which have not been properly studied-would
be harmed.

* Bald eagles and other wildlife could be harmed
by waste ponds.

27 0 - * The impacts of wildfire on a uranium process-
ing plant need to be studied.

I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
held in the Black Hills, so that the public can be
fully informed on the project. I also ask to be
sent futur roject.
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TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-BO1 M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
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RE: Docket ID NRC-2012-0277

Here are my comments on the proposed
uranium mine at Dewey-Burdock in the
Black Hills, S.D.

NAME

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I object to the proposed mine because:

* It would be a large risk to our groundwater,
which would be polluted with radioactivity and
heavy metals.

* There would be large impacts due to the huge
amount of water that would be used.

* A large number of cultural and historical sites-
which have not been properly studied-would
be harmed.

* Baild eagles and other wildlife could be harmed
by waste ponds.

- The impacts of wildfire on a uranium process-
i.ng plant need to be studied.

I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
held in the Black Hills, so that the public can be
fully informed on the project. I ale- ask to be

•otft r nomto r " th proseud proujet.

ADDRESS

CIT'•, TATE, ZIP J
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TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-BO1 M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
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RE: Docket ID NRC-2012-0277

Here are my comments on the proposed
uranium mine at Dewey-Burdock in the
Black Hills, S.D.

MADDRE

,,.

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I object to the proposed mine because:

* It would be a large risk to our groundwater,
which would be polluted with radioactivity and
heavy metals.

* There would be large impacts due to the huge
amount of water that would be used.

* A large number of cultural and historical sites-
which have not been properly studied-would
be harmed.

* Bald eagles and other wildlife could be harmed
by waste ponds.

* The impacts of wildfire on a uranium process-
ing plantneed to be studied.

I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
held in the Black Hills, so that the public can be
fully informed on the project. I also ask to be
sent future information on the proposed project.
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TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Bratich
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-BO1 M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
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RE: Docket ID NRC-2012-0277 Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I object to the proposed mine because:

Here are my comments on the proposed
uranium mine at Dewey-Burdock in the
Black Hills, S.D.

-f'ADDR aU

ADD 

TEZ
CITY, STA•TE, ,'ZI P

ItLwouid be a large risk to our groundwater,
which would be polluted with radioactivity and
heavy metals.

* There would be large impacts due to the huge
amount of water that would be used.

* A large number of cultural and historical sites-
which have not been properly studied-would
be harmed.

Bald eagles and other wildlife could be harmed
by waste ponds.

* The impacts of wildfire on a uranium process-
ing plant need to be studied.

I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
held in the Black Hills, so that the public can be
fully informed on the project. I also ask to be
sent future information on the proposed project.
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TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-BO1 M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
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, RE: DocketlD NRC-2012-0277

',...Here'ae mr'comments on the proposed
uranium mine at Dewey-Burdock in the
Black Hills, S.D.

NAME
Dai•~. ts~/

ADDRESS

CIW,,'STATE, ZIP

" -: ' r uclear Regulatory Commission:

J--object to the proposed mine because:

- It would be a large risk to our groundwater,
which would be polluted with radioactivity and
heavy metals.

* There would be large impacts due to the huge
amount of water that would be used.

* A large number of cultural and historical sites-
which have not been properly studied-would
be harmed.

* Bald eagles and other wildlife could be harmed
by waste ponds.

* The impacts of wildfire on a uranium process-
ing plant need to be studied.

I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
held in the Black Hills, so that the public can be
fully informed on the project. I also ask to be
sent future information on the proposed project.
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TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-BO1 M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
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RE: Docket ID NRC-2012-0277 Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I object to the proposed mine because:

Here are n'y comments on the proposed It would be a large risk to our groundwater,
uranium mihe at Dewey-Burdock in the ' which would be polluted with radioactivity and
Black Hills,S.D. ' heavy metals.

NAME -

ADDRESS

M -77p )
CITYTATE, ZIP ) '

* There would be large impacts due to the huge
amount of water that would be used.

* A large number of cultural and historical sites-
which have not been properly studied-would
be harmed.

* Bald eagles and other wildlife could be harmed
by waste ponds.

* The impacts of wildfire on a uranium process-
ing plant need to be studied.

I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
held in the Black Hills, so that the public can be
fully informed on the project. I also ask to be
sent future information on the proposed project.
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TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-BO1 M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
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RE: Docket ID NRC-2012-0277

C... .: [ . ,•

g'D1ear Nuclear'Regulatory Commission:

I object to the proposed mine because:

Here are my comments on the proposed
uranium mine at Dewey-Burdock in the
Black Hills, S.D.

R:Ll\Lrj lele/lAJI
NAME

_ ýRESS , bJS,

"£MfTY, S-TATt, ZIP 19'

It would be a large risk to our groundwater,
which would be polluted with radioactivity and
heavy metals.

There would be large impacts due to the huge
amount of water that would be used.

A large number of cultural and historical sites-
which have not been properly studied-would
be harmed.

* Bald eagles and other wildlife could be harmed
by waste ponds.

* The impacts of wildfire on a uranium process-
ing plant need to be studied.

I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
held in the Black Hills, so that the public can be
fully informed on the project. I also ask to be
sent future information on the proposed project.
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TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives BranchDivision of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-BO1M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001



RE: DocketID NRC-2012-0277

Here"&rie my comments on the proposed
uranium mine at Dewey-Burdock in the
Black Hills, S.D.

NAME

fi?ojM trti1 s
Ann~cc IP

AX. Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I object to the proposed mine because:

i ItwOuld'be a large risk to our groundwater,
which would be polluted with radioactivity and
heavy metals.

* There would be large impacts due to the huge

amount of water that would be used.

* A large number of cultural and historical sites-
which have not been properly studied-would
be harmed.

CITY,'S E,

-Bald eagles and other wildlife could be harmed
by waste ponds.

* The impacts of wildfire on a uranium process-
ing plant need to be studied.

I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
held in the Black Hills, so that the public can be
fully informed on the project. I also ask to be
sent future information on the proposed project.
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TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-BO1 M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
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RE: Docket ID NRC-2012-0277

Here are my comments on the proposed
uranium mine at Dewey-Burdock in the
Black Hills, S.D.

NAME I/

/ I/' l6V, [ &fr
ADDRESS

ClTY"TATEP ZIP

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I object to the proposed mine because:

X It would be a large risk to our groundwater,
which would be polluted with radioactivity and
heavy metals.

A There would be large impacts due to the huge

amount of water that would be used.

/ A large number of cultural and historical sites-
which have not been properly studied-would
be harmed.

'Bald eagles and other wildlife could be harmed
by waste ponds.

4 The impacts of wildfire on a uranium process-
ing plant need to be studied.

I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
held in the Black Hills, so that the public can be

- fully informed on the project. I also ask to be
sent future information on the proposed project.
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TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-BO1 M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
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RE: Docket ID NRC-2012-0277("• '.

Here are my comments on the proposed
uranium mine at Dewey-Burdock in the

,Black Hills, S.D.

ADDRESS

CITY, TATE, ZIP

,.6ear N6u16er Regulatory Commission:

I object to the proposed mine because:

It would be a large risk to our groundwater,
which would be polluted with radioactivity and
heavy metals.

* There would be large impacts due to the huge
amount of water that would be used.

* A large number of cultural and historical sites-
which have not been properly studied-would
be harmed.

* Bald eagles and other wildlife could be harmed
by waste ponds.

* The impacts of wildfire on a uranium process-
ing plant need to be studied.

I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
held in the Black Hills, so that the public can be
fully informed on the project. I also ask to be
sent future information on the proposed project.
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TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-B01 M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
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RE: Docket.ID NRC-2012-0277

Here are'my comments on the proposed
uranium mine at Dewey-Burdock in the

.Black1-,illtS. D.

NAME" Lpe

4 ear Nuclear Regulatory Commission:
b.objectt'o the proposed mine because:

It would be a large risk to our groundwater,
which would be polluted with radioactivity and
heavy metals.

- There would be large impacts due to tl-
amount of water that would be used.

'ge

P0bo,. t(
ADDRESS

CITY, STATE, ZIP ,-., /-
I

LpV11

* A large number of cultural and historical sites-
which have not been properly studied-would
be harmed.

* Bald eagles and other wildlife could be harmed
by waste ponds.

* The impacts of wildfire on a uranr,..
ing plant need to be studied.

I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
held in the Black Hills, so that the public can be
fully informed on the project. I also ask to be
sent future information on the proposed project.'0ýýffo
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TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-BOl M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
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RE: Docket ID NRC-2012-0277

Here are my comments on the proposed
uranium mine at Dewey-Burdock in the
Black Hills, S.D.

A[DRESS

CITYSTAT-E, ZIP J c57J0/

I

JIDear Niubcear Regulatory Commission:

I object to the proposed mine because:

* It would be a large risk to our groundwater,
which would be polluted with radioactivity and
heavy metals.

* There would be large impacts due to the huge
amount of water that would be used.

* A large number of cultural and historical sites-
which have not been properly studied-would
be harmed.

* Bald eagles and other wildlife could be harmed
by waste ponds.

* The impacts of wildfire on a uranium process-
ing plant need to be studied.

I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
held in the Black Hills, so that the public can be
fully informed on the project. I also ask to be
sent future information on the proposed project.
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TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-BO1 M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
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RE: Docket ID RC-2012-0277., ý . Dear,4NwcIear Regulatory Commission:

,V-• 4--, : -•_ i o.10_ the proposed mine because:

ar e commejts on tthe propo e•d It would be a large risk to our groundwater,
uranium -mine at Dewey-Burdock in the which would be polluted with radioactivity and

lack Hills, S.D. heavy metals.

l•./•(c c L K K •There would be large impacts due to the huge
amount of water that would be used.

NA A large number of cultural and historical sites-

which have not been properly studied-would

ADDRESS - be harmed.

Bald eagles and other wildlife could be harmed
'S by waste ponds.

" C'ITY, STATE ZIP -To 7- The impacts of wildfire on a uranium process-
ing plant need to be studied.

Cl - I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
_- held in the Black Hills, so that the public can be

' .'rV , ,. V•'.( -Y ,fully informed on the project. I also ask to be
sent future informati th pro osed rojec-

. I- -
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TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-801 M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
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RE: Docket ID NRC-2012-0277

Here are my comments on the proposed
uranium mine at Dewey-Burdock in the
Black Hills, S.D.

1?4t2'VJ--i7 .
NAME

A4/I fil" 0/

A'[)ESS

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I object to the proposed mine because:

* It would be a large risk to our groundwater,
which would be polluted with radioactivity and
heavy metals.

* There would be large impacts due to the huge
amount of water that would be used.

* A large number of cultural and historical sites-
which have not been properly studied-would
be harmed.

* Bald eagles and other wildlife could be harmed
by Waste ponds.

* The impacts of wildfire on a uranium process-
ing plant need to be studied.

I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
held in the Black Hills, so that the public can be
fully informed on the project. I also ask to be
sent future information on the proposed project.
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TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules; Announcements and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-BO1 M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
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RE,. D6cket ID NRC-2012-0277

Here are my'comments on the proposed
uranium mine at Dewey-Burdock in the
Black Hills, S.D.

V//' /ý,t/ -
/ /

ADDRESS

CITY', STATE, ZIP

Dear- NuCl~ear Regulatory Commission:

I oltj'-c•to the pr6posed mine because:

* It' Would be a large risk to our groundwater,
which would be polluted with radioactivity and
heavy metals.

* There would be large impacts due to the huge
amount of water that would be used.

* A large number of cultural and historical sites-
which have not been properly studied-would
be harmed.

* Bald eagles and other wildlife could be harmed
by waste ponds.

* The impacts of wildfire on a uranium process-
ing plant need to be studied.

I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
held in the Black Hills, so tnat the public can be
fully informed on the project. I also ask to be
sent future information on the proposed project.
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TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-BO1 M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
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RE:.Docket ID. NRC-2012-0277

Here are my comments on the proposed
uranium mine at Dewey-Burdock in the
Black Hills, S.D.

A~RESS

CITYSAEZI/

Dearluclear Rlegulatory Commission:

Iobje6t toth e proposed mine because:

* It would be a large risk to our groundwater,
which would be polluted with radioactivity and
heavy metals.

* There would be large impacts due to the huge
amount of water that would be used.

* A large number of cultural and historical sites-
which have not been properly studied-would
be harmed.

f Bald eagles and other wildlife could be harmed
by-waste ponds.

* The impacts of wildfire on a uranium process-
ing plant need to be studied.

I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
held in the Black Hills, so that the public can be
fully informed on the project. I also ask to be
sent future information on the proposed project.



TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-BO1 M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
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RE: Docket ID NRC-2012-0277 Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I object to the proposed mine because:

Here are my comments on the proposed. It would be a large risk to our groundwater,
- uranium mine'at Dewey-Burdock in the which would be polluted with radioactivity and

Black Hills, S.D. heavy metals.

There would be large impacts due to the huge
amount of water that would be-used.

NAME
A large number of cultural and historical sites-
which have not been properly studied-would

ADDAE be harmed.

Bald eagles and other wildlife could be harmed
j_,/ by waste ponds.

STATE, ZIP /
' I ,'% J~r m o terf null ar n n~r n anr n eeII

1
a.,oa., YILII i .. ,I r nru n t +L O

!ý> --t T . plant need to be studied.(.)Jing plant

I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
held in the Black Hills, so that the public can be
fully informed on the project. I also ask to be
sent future information on the proposed project.
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TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-BO1 M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001



RE: Docket ID NRC-2012-0277

Here are my comments on the proposed
uranium mine at Dewey-Burdock in the
Black Hills, S.D.

Dear Nuclear Reg ulatory Commission:

I object to the proposed mine because:

- It would be a largo risk to our groundwater,
which would be polluted with radioactivity and
heavy metals.

, There would be lar. e impacts due to the huge
Era _ _ n _ _ L, _______) amount of water that would be used.NAME- * A large number of cultural and historical sites-

2 ly ý•I which have not been properly studied-would

ADDRESS be harmed.

.> ,(( 1 ,,- ~D ,, 8 ,,1 " Bald eagles and other wildlife could be harmed15 by waste ponds.
CITY, STATE, ZIP The impacts of wildfire L n a uranium process-

ing plant need to be stuCdied.

I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
held in the Black Hills, so that the public can be
fully informed on the project. I also ask to be
sent future information on the proposed project.
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TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch

Division of Administrative Services,
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-BO1 M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555.0001
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RE: Docket ID NRC-2012-0277

Here are my comments on the proposed
uranium mine at Dewey-Burdock in the
Black Hills, S.D.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY, •ATE, ZIP /

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I object to the proposed mine because:

* It would be a large risk to our groundwater,
which would be polluted with radioactivity and
heavy metals.

* There would be large impacts due to the huge
amount of water that would be used.

* A large number of cultural and historical sites-
which have not been properly studied-would
be harmed.

* Bald eagles and other wildlife could be harmed
by waste ponds.

* The impacts of wildfire on a uranium process-
ing plant need to be studied.

I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
held in the Black Hills, so that the public can be
fully informed on the project. I also ask to be
sent future information on the proposed project.

11
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TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-B01 M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Washington, D.C. 20555-0001



RE: Docket ID NRC-2012-0277 Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I object to the proposed mine because:

- It would be a large risk to our groundwater,
which would be polluted with radioactivity and
heavy metals.

Here are my comments on the proposed
uraniuLr+,mine. at Dewey-Burdock-in the
Black Hills, S.D.

NAME
0/ ke'-4.Y: IAA •There would be large impacts due to the huge

A•,LiL amount of water that would be used.

I ,. I

/30QS-0 t4-KAe d4-
ADDRESS

CITYSTATE, P ~ 5 7

* A large number of cultural and historical sites-
which have not been properly studied-would
be harmed.

* Bald eagles and other wildlife could be harmed
by waste ponds.

" The impacts of wildfire on a uranium process-
ing plant need to be studied.

I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
held in the Black Hills, so that the public can be
fully informed on the project. I also ask to be
sent future information on the proposed project.
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TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-BO1 M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
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RE: Docket ID NRC-2012-0277

Here are my comments on the proposed
uranium mine at Dewey-Burdock in the
Black Hills, S.D.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY, STATE, ZIP

"."Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

•I."I pbject to the proposed mine because:

* It would be a large risk to our groundwater,
which would be polluted with radioactivity and
heavy metals.

* There would be large impacts due to the huge
amount of water that would be used.

* A large number of cultural and historical sites-
which have not been properly studied-would
be harmed.

* Bald eagles and other wildlife could be harmed
by waste ponds.

> The impacts of wildfire on a uranium process-
ing plant need to be studied.

I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
held in the Black Hills, so that the public can be
fully informed on the project. I also ask to be
sent future information on the proposed project.
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TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-BO1 M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
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RE: Docket ID NRC-2012-0277 ...'!Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I object to the proposed mine because:
Here are my comments on the proposed
uranium mine at Dewey-Burdock in the
Black Hills, S.D.

NAME

ADDRESS

* It would be a large risk to our groundwater,
which would be polluted with radioactivity and
heavy metals.

* There would be large impacts due to the huge
amount of water that would be used.

* A large number of cultural and historical sites-
which have not been properly studied-would
be harmed.

* Bald eagles and other wildlife could be harmed
by waste ponds.

* The impacts of wildfire on a uranium process-
ing plant need to be studied.

I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
held in the Black Hills, so that the public can be
fully informed on the project. I also ask to be
sent future information on the proposed project.



TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-BO1 M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001



RIE Docket ID NRC-2012-0277

Here are my comments on the proposed
uranium mine at Dewey-Burdock in the
Black Hills, S.D.

ADDRESS

I, (STATE Z52761
CITY, STATE, ZIP

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I object to the proposed mine because:

* It would be a large risk to our groundwater,
which would be polluted with radioactivity and
heavy metals.

* There would be large impacts due to the huge
amount of water that would be used.

* A large number of cultural and historical sites-
which have not been properly studied-would
be harmed.

* Bald eagles and other wildlife could be harmed
by waste ponds.

* The impacts of wildfire on a uranium process-
ing plant need to be studied.

I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
held in the Black Hills, so that the public can be
fully informed on the project. I also ask to be
sent future information on the proposed project.
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TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-BO1 M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory.Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
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RE: Docket ID NRC-2012-0277

Here-are my comments on the proposed
uranium mine at Dewey-Burdock in the
Bla ills, S.D.

dC~c9E!SS6
AMEP

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I object to the proposed mine because:

* It would be a large risk to our groundwater,
which would be polluted with radioactivity and
heavy metals.

* There would be large impacts due to the huge
amount of water that would be used.

* A large number of cultural and historical sites-
which have not been properly studied-would
be harmed.

* Bald eagles and other wildlife could be harmed
by waste ponds.

* The impacts of wildfire on a uranium process-
ing plant need to be studied.

I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
held in the Black Hills, so that the public can be
fully informed on the project. I also ask to be
sent future information on the proposed project.



1 ý ....

TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-BO1 M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
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RE: Docket ID NRC-2012-0277

Here are my comments on the proposed
uranium mine at Dewey-Burdock in the
Black Hills, S.D.

NAME 1

ADDRESS U

CITY, StATE, ZIP - I

'' Dtear Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I object to the proposed mine because:

* It would be a large risk to our groundwater,
which would be polluted with radioactivity and
heavy metals.

* There would be large impacts due to the huge
amount of water that would be used.

* A large number of cultural and historical sites-
which have not been properly studied-would
be harmed.

* Bald eagles and other wildlife could be harmed
by waste ponds.

* The impacts of wildfire on a uranium process-
ing plant need to be studied.

I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
held in the Black Hills, so that the public can be
fully informed on the project. I also ask to be
sent future information on the proposed project.
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TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch
Division of Administiative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-BO1 M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001



RE: Docket ID NRC-2012-0277,,. Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I object-to the proposed mine because:

Here are my comments on the proposed
uranium mine at Dewey-Burdock in the

ck Hills, S.D.

ITIT STAT, ZIP

* It would be a large risk to our groundwater,
which would be polluted with radioactivity and
heavy metals.

* There would be large impacts due to the huge
amount of water that would be used.

* A large number of cultural and historical sites-
which have not been properly studied-would
be harmed.

* Bald eagles and other wildlife could be harmed
by waste ponds.

* The impacts of wildfire on a uranium process-
ing plant need to be studied.

I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
held in the Black Hills, so that the public can be
fully informed on the project. I also ask to be
sent future information on the proposed project.
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TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-BO1 M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
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RE: Docket ID NRC-2012-0277

Her6 are my comments on the proposed
uranium mine at Dewey-Burdock in the
Black Hills, S.D.

Bn.X I S6
ADDRESS

CITY, STATE, ZIP

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

1 object to the proposed mine because:

ilt'would be a large risk to our groundwater,
which would be polluted with radioactivity and
heavy metals.

* There would be large impacts due to the huge
amount of water that would be used.

* A large number of cultural and historical sites-
which have not been properly studied-would
be harmed.

* Bald eagles and other wildlife could be harmed
by waste ponds.

* The impacts of wildfire on a uranium process-
ing plant need to be studied.

I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
held in the Black Hills, so that the public can be
fully informed on the project. I also ask to be
sent future information on the proposed project.



TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-BO1 M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
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Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I object to the propdsed mine because:

It would be a large-risk'toeour groundwater,
which would be polluted with radioactivity and
heavy metals. __ -

Here are my comments on the proposed
uranium mine at Dewey-Burdock in the
Black Hills, S.D.

hL-At f.JJA __LL.J.bPA, 4/ There would be large impacts due to th• huge
• (U- amount of water that would be used.
NAME - A large number of cultural and historical sites-

Ac) I i, !/ which have not been properly studied-would

ADDRESS be harmed.

CITY, 1STATE, ZIP

* Bald eagles and other wildlife could be harmed
by waste ponds.

* The impacts of wildfire on a uranium process-
ing plant need to be studied.

I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
held in the Black Hills, so that the publican be
fully informed on the project. I also ask tt be
sent future information on the proposed p( t..
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TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-BO1 M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
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RE: Docket ID NRC-2012-0277

Here are my comments on the proposed
uranium mine at Dewey-Burdock in the
Black Hills, S.D.

cOrvoto' BV3LflC
NAME

ADDRESS

CITY, STATE, ZIP

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I object to the proposed mine because:

* It would be a large risk to our groundwater,
which would be polluted with radioactivity and
heavy metals.

* There would be large impacts due to the huge
amount of water that would be used.

* A large number of cultural and historical sites-
which have not been properly ýtddied-would
be harmed.

* Bald eagles and other wildlife could be harmed
by waste ponds.

* The impacts of wildfire on a uranium process-
ing plant need to be studied.

I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
held in the Black Hills, so that the public can be
fully informed on the project. I also ask to be
sent future information on the proposed project.



TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-BO1 M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
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RE: Docket ID NRC-2012-0277 Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I object to the proposed, mine because:

Here are my~comments on the proposed It would.be a large risk to our groundwater,
uranium mine at Dewey-Burdock in the which would bepolluted with radioactivity and
IlacHills, S.D. heavy metals.

A. . There would be large impacts d&. LOU,. ..
NAME r • - amount of water that would be used.

CTSAE PO /
ADDRESS

CITY, STATE, ZIP

* A large number of cultural and historical sites-
which have not been properly studied-would
be harmed.

.Bald eagles and other wil 'r" -'. --
by waste ponds

* The impacts o .... -d on a uranium process-
ing plant need to be studied.

I respectfully ask that new public hearings b6
held in the Black Hills, so that the public can be
fully informed on the project. I also ask to be
sent future information on the proposed project.



TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-BO1 M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001



RE: Docket ID NRC-2012-0277

Here are my comments on the proposed
uranium mine at Dewey-Burdock in the
Black Hills, S.D.

NAME

ADDRESS

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I objectto the proposed mine because:

It would be a large risk to our groundwater,
which would be polluted with radioactivity and
heavy metals.

* There would be large impacts due to the huge
amount of water that would be used.

* A large number of cultural and historical sites-
which have not been properly studied-would
be harmed.

CITY, STATE, ZIP

C I -Y _-.D 5-770• -Bald eagles and other wildlife could be harmedby waste ponds.

- The impacts of wildfire on a uranium process-
ing plant need to be studied.

I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
held in the Black Hills, so that the public can be
fully informed on the project. I also ask to be
sent future information on the proposed project.
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TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-BO1 M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
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RE: Docket ID NRC-2012-0277

Here are my comments on the proposed
uranium mine at Dewey-Burdock in the
Black Hills, S.D.

Ne

ADDFf_

CITY,S T ZIP'L/ < Jo7c0!

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I object to the proposed mine because:

* It would be a large risk to our groundwater,
which would be polluted with radioactivity and
heavy metals.

* There would be large impacts due to the huge
amount of water that would be used.

* A large number of cultural and historical sites-
which have not been properly studied-would
be harmed.

* Bald eagles and other wildlife could be harmed
by waste ponds.

* The impacts of wildfire on a uranium process-
ing plant need to be studied.

I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
held in the Black Hills, so that the public can be
fully informed on the project. I also ask to be
sent future information on the proposed project.
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TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-B01 M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
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RE: Docket ID NRC-2012-0277

Here are my comments on the proposed
uranium mine at Dewey-Burdock in the
Black Hills, S.D.

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY, STATE, ZIP

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I object to the proposed mine because:

* It would be a large risk to our groundwater,
which would be polluted with radioactivity and
heavy metals.

* There would be large impacts due to the huge
amount of water that would be used.

* A large number of cultural and historical sites-
which have not been properly studied--would
be harmed.

* Bald eagles and other wildlife could be harmed
by waste ponds.

* The impacts of wildfire on a uranium process-
ing plant need to be studied.

I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
held in the Black Hills, so that the public can be
fully informed on the project. I also ask to be
sent future information on the proposed project.
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TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-BO1 M
U.S. Nuclear Regu~atory Commission
Washington, D.C: 20555-0001
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SRE'Po.Dck~tlD NRC-20.1"2-0277

* Hee aire my comments on the
uranium mine at Dewey-Burdoc
Black Hills, S.D.

N'AMF "//- '"" -

QoariNuclear Regulatory Commission:
. .I "oýject to the proposed mine because:

proposed I would be a large risk to our groundwater,
k in the which would be polluted with radioactivity and

heavy metals.

There would be large impacts due to the huge
___ amount of water that would be used.

.NAME

ADDRESS

CY', STATEZIIP

* A large number of cultural and historical sites-
,' \ which have not been properly studied-would

be harmed.

' Bald eagles and other wildlife could be harmed
by waste ponds.

* The impacts of wildfire on a uranium process-
ing plant need to be studied.

I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
held in the Black Hills, so that the public can be
fully informed on the project. I also ask to be
sent future information on the proposed project.
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TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-BO1 M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001



RE; Docket ID NRC-2012-0277

'Here are my comments on the proposed
uranium mine at Dewey-Burdock in the
Black Hills, S.D.

NAME -

;Dearsuclear Regulatory Commission:

I object to the proposed mine because:

It would be a large risk to our groundwater,
which would be polluted with radioactivity and
heavy metals.

* There would be large impacts due to the huge
amount of water that would be used.

* A large number of cultural and historical sites-
which have not been properly studied-would
be harmed.

* Bald eagles and other wildlife could be harmed
by waste ponds.

* The impacts of wildfire on a uranium process-
ing plant need to be studied.

I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
held in the Black Hills, so that the public can be
fully informed on the project. I also ask to be
sent future information on the proposed project.

ADDRESS

p.\QJA C'Y, Sr_ r2?&V
CITY, SiATE, ZIP /
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TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-BO1 M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001



RE: Docket ID NRC-2012-0277

Here are my comments on the proposed
uranium mine at Dewey-Burdock in the
Black Hills, S.D.

NAMEiD O LO(ak'IDoToh }
ADDRESS

RC1ni' i C(-'- SO
CITY, STATE ZIP

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I object to the proposed mine because:

* It would be a large risk to our groundwater,
which would be polluted with radioactivity and
heavy metals.

* There would be large impacts due to the huge
amount of water that would be used.

* A large number of cultural and historical sites-
which have not been properly studied-would
be harmed.

* Bald eagles and other wildlife could be harmed
by waste ponds.

*The impacts of wildfire on a uranium process-
ing plant need to be studied.

I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
held in the Black Hills, so that the public can be
fully informed on the project. I also ask to be
sent future information on the proposed project.



TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-BO1 M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001



RE: 68`cket;ID NRC-2012-0277

.,,Here are rmiy comments on the proposed
.... uranium mine at DeweyBurdock in the
.. Black• Hils, S.D.

NAMe

ADDRESS

c/Tl, STATE, ZIP "

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

* I object to-the proposed mine because:

* It would be a large risk to our groundwater,
which'would be polluted with radioactivity and
heaiy metals.

* There would be large impacts due to the huge
amount of water that would be used.

* A large number of cultural and historical sites-
which have not been properly studied-would
be harmed.

* Bald eagles and other wildlife could be harmed
by waste ponds.

* The impacts of wildfire on a uranium process-
ing plant need to be studied.

I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
held in the Black Hills, so that the public can be
fully informed on the project. I also ask to be
sent future information on the proposed project.
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TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, .Mailstop TWB-05-BO1 M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001



RE: Docket ID NRC-2012-0277

Here are my comments on the proposed
uranium mine at Dewey-Burdock in the
Black Hills, S.D.

1?\ JevvIL-e

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I object to the proposed mine because:

* It would be a large risk to our groundwater,
which would be polluted with radioactivity and
heavy metals.

* There would be large impacts due to the huge
amount of water that would be used.

NAME A large number of cultural and historical sites-
k3 '4 •) Q~[~ L~ LJwhich have not been properly studied-would

ADDRESS be harmed.
, Bald eagles and other wildlife could be harmed

by waste ponds.
C The impacts of wildfire on a uranium process-5 7 ? ing plant need to be studied.

I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
held in the Black Hills, so that the public can be
fully informed on the project. I also ask to be
sent future information on the proposed project.
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TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-BO1 M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
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*RE: Docket ID NRC-2012-0277 • ...•..'.".. ,.:

Here are-m¥ comments on the proposed
. rahium mine at Dewey-Burdock in the
Black Hills, S.D.

NAME

ADDRESS

CTY , STATE, ZiP
CITY, STATE, ZIP

.Air Nuclear Regulatorvy rommission:
":I'object to the proposed'O•c i

. It wo•ld be a large risk toou. grounawaier,
which would be polluted with radioactivity and
heavy metals.

* There would be large impacts due to the huge
amount of water that would be used.

* A large number of cultural and historical sites-
which have not been properly studied-would
be harmed.

* Bald eagles and other wildlife could be harmed
by waste ponds.

* The impacts of wildfire on a uranium process-
ing plant need to be studied.

I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
held in the Black Hills, so that the public can be
fully informed on the project. I also ask to be
sent future information on the proposed project.
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TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-BO1 M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
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RE: Docket ID NRC-2012-0277

Here'a•r my comments on the proposed
uranium mine at Dewey-Burdock in the
Black Hills, S.D.

NAME (

/ 6 ) A;ý1, "
ADDRESS"

CITIY, STATIE, ZIPR

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I object to the proposed mine because:

* It would be a large risk to our groundwater,
which would be polluted with radioactivity and
heavy metals.

* There would be large impacts due to the huge
amount of water that would be used.

* A large number of cultural and historical sites-
which have not been properly studied-would
be harmed.

* Bald eagles and other wildlife could be harmed
by waste ponds.

* The impacts of wildfire on a uranium process-
ing plant need to be studied.

I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
held in the Black Hills, so that the public can be
fully informed on the project. I also ask to be
sent future information on the proposed project.

-519,5- 22 N
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TO: Cindy Mladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-B01 M.
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
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RE: Docket ID NRC-2012-0277

Here are my comments on the proposed.
uranium mine at Dewey-Burdock in the
Black Hills, S.D.

NAME

ADDRESS f S

C'Y, STATE, ZIP

4•Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I object to the proposed mine because:

. It would be a large risk to our groundwater,
which would be polluted with radioactivity and
heavy metals.

* There would be large impacts dua to the huge
amount of water that would be used.

* A large number of cultural and historical sites-
which have not been properly studied-would
be harmed.

* Bald eagles and other wildlife could be harmed
by waste ponds.

* The impacts of wildfire on a uranium process-
ing plant need to be studied.

I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
held in the Black Hills, so that the public can be
fully informed on the project. I also ask to be
sent future information on the proposed project.
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TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-BO1 M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
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RE: Docket' lD NRC-2012-0277 Dear Nfidlear Regulatory Commission:
I " ISject to the"proposed mine because:

Here are rty comments on the6jroposed it would be a large risk to our groundwater,
v... uraihium mine at Dewey-Burdock in the which w6uld be polluted with radioactivity an,

Black Hills, S.D. heavy metals.

There would be large impacts due to the hugeamount of water that would be used.
NAME A large number of cultural and historical sites-

which have not been properly studied-would

ADDRESS be harmed.
Bald eagles and other wildlife could be harmed

C .'A) by waste ponds.
C The impacts of wildfire on a uranium process-

ing plant need to be studied.

I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
held in the Black Hills, so that the public can be
fully informed on the project. I also ask to be
sent future information on the proposed project.
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TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-BO1 M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001



RE: Docket ID NRC-2012-0277

Here are my comments on the proposed
uranium mine at Dewey-Burdock in the
Black Hills, S.D.

NAME
-Rr4fcir';So ry

ADDRESS

CITY, STATE,'ZIP

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I object to the proposed mine because:

* It would be a large risk to our groundwater,
which would be polluted with radioactivity and
heavy metals.

* There would be large impacts due to the huge
amount of water that would be used.

* A large number of cultural and historical sites-
which have not been properly studied-would
be harmed.

* Bald eagles and other wildlife could be harmed
by waste ponds.

* The impacts of wildfire on a uranium process-
ing plant need to be studied.

I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
held in the Black Hills, so that the public can be
fully informed on the project. I also ask to be
sent future information on the proposed project.
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TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-BO1 M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
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RE: Docket ID NRC-2012-0277 Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I object to the proposed mine because:

Here are my comments on the proposed It would be a large risk to our groundwater,
uranium mine at Dewey-Burdock in the which would be polluted with radioactivity and
Black Hheavy metals.Black 

• 
SThere 

would be large impacts due to the huge
_ amount of water that would be used.

NAME A large number of cultural and historical sites-

6>A- 1 '.5,which have not been properly studied-would

ADDRESi ' be harmed.
ald eagles and other wildlife could be harmed

C VO P ýt by waste ponds.cITY, STATE, ZIPZIP ST-ATE, 7ZI.27 The impacts of wildfire on a uranium process-
•-7- ing plant need to be studied.

I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
held in the Black Hills, so that the public can be
fully informed on the project. I also ask to be
sent future information on the proposed project.
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TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-BO1 M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
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RE: Docket ID NRC-2012-0277

Here are my comments on the proposed.',
uranium mine at Dewey-Burdock in the
Black Hills, S.D.

NAMEeo #ý-3 (7' q

'Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

I object to the proposed mine because:

ADDRESS

CITY, STATE, ZIP

* Itwould be a large risk to our groundwater,
which would be polluted with radioactivity and
heavy metals.

* There would be large impacts due to the huge
amount of water that would be used.

* A large number of cultural and historical sites-
which have not been properly studied-would
be harned.

* Bald eagles and other wildlife could be harmed
by waste ponds.

* The impacts of wildfire on a uranium process-
ing plant need to be studied.

I respectfully ask that new public hearings be
held in the Black Hills, so that the public can be
fully informed on the project. I also ask to be
sent future information on the proposed project.
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TO: Cindy Bladey, Chief, Rules, Announcements and Directives Branch
Division of Administrative Services
Office of Administration, Mailstop TWB-05-BO1 M
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
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